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INTRODUCTION 
We encounter the use of electronic devices and systems in our 
everyday life, from the simple radio set to the television set, the 
mobile phones, electronic cameras, electronic computers and the 
whole electronic gadget world. The improvement in the 
presentation (or apparent attractiveness), isefulness and 
complexity of these gadgets are common knowledge. Gone were 
the days when a computer system was big enough to fill this 
auditorium, but what is the situation today? We can hold in our 
palms a computer system that will equate the functions of the 
room filling one and even perform better, faster and more reliably. 

When we talk about the "beauty" of the electronic system, we are 
not talking about the apparent beauty ofthe paccaging (and wc all 
know that thcst: days they are real pretty to look at), but rather, 
that of the component devices that are packaged in the system we 
SCC. Many a time the actual devices within the core of the 
packaging arc not visible. While you see the transistor radio 
blasting nice music to you, what you see mostly 1s the packaging, 
but not the active device components like the integrated devices, 
the discrete transistors or the passive resistors and capacitors, etc, 
that have been put together as circuit elements to build-up the 
transistor radio as an electronic system. 

This talk will bc more on the "beauty" asdociated with the 
development of those devices that makc the electronic systems 
tick. 

What is important to appreciate is that those inner core devices 
arc made with specialized materials, &c processing and 



development of which are carried out in modulated fashions to 
make their use in system development through the assemblage of 
these devices realizable to give the cffccts that we perceive. We - 

rnust'~lso staid tliat for the finessc of thc packaging, materials 
development across the years have also lcd to improved 
presentation, ruggedness and the attractiveness we see with the 
package. 

.., 1 , 

What arc materials? Why havc thcy becomc so uscful to have 
bccome'thc basis ofthc beauty ofthc electronic systems in today's 
usc? According to Moris Cohcn (Cohcn, 1 979), "materials arc a 
part of thc matter in the univcrsc, but more specifically, they arc 
substances whose propertics make them useful in structures, 
~nachincs, devices or ptoducts". Thc category of materials 
includc"'metals, ceramics, scmiconductors, polymers, vinyl 
plastics, glasses, dielectrics, fibers, wood, water, sand, stone and 
many compositcs. Materials arc in esscnce the working substance 
of our sscicty. Thcy play a crucial rolc not only in our way of life, 
but also ih'thc well-being and security of our nations. Thc role of 
materials in the evolution of technology is exemplified in the 
story of the discovery and cxploitation of thc transistor. The 
transistor is often considered to be the basc technology for the 
Information Agc. Thc ability of this singlc devicc to havc such 
uniquc characteristics-and, as a rcsult, such an ovcnvhclming 
impact-was due in no small part to thc very spccial materials 
propcrtics of silicon and its oxide. Wc find that the use of 
matcrials cut across all thc bodics of knowledge and especially 
cnginccring and science, which has Icd to the dcvelopmcnt of an 
area of knowledgc called Material Scicncc and Engineering. To 
thc Electronic mind however, intercst is in such materials that can 

be classified as "Electronic Materials", which are more related to 
the development of electronic devices and systems. 

There is a wide and expansive spectrum of electronic materials ' 

and devices.  his talk is not going to give a compendium of all 
electronic materials, devices and systems, but will relate more to 
my exposure within the wide area of the electronic materials 
world. 

, 
My research interests have been specifically directed to the 
development, characterization and device application of 
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materials towards the fabrication of electronic devices and hence 
system build-up. This talk would therefore be focused on my 
contributions to the development of semiconductor electronic 
devices. Since the trend these days is to be able to have the 
devices and their powering units in the same assembly or 
package, the talk will also address my contributions towards the 
realization of power producing devices like solar cells and all 
solid state batteries within the framework of electronic system 
build-up. 

U 

From Microelectronics to Nanoelecrtonics and Molecular 
Electronics 

Microclectronics is a special field of engineering that has evolved 
over the past 60 years. It encompasses the design, fabrication, and 
testing of electronic circuits based on semiconductor structures of 
submicrometer feature size. Through its entire history, the 
development of microelectronics was driven by a rapid 
succcssion of inventions that permitted revolutionary 

3 



improvements in the performance and reliability of electronic 
circuits accompanied by a drastic reduction of their cost. 

Until about 45 years ago, electronic devices including the early 
computers depended on the use of vacuum tubes or valves which 
were relatively bulky components and rclatively power-hungry. 

, The origin of microelectronics may be traced back to the invention 
of the point contact transistor by John Bardeen and Walter Brattain 
in 1947 (Barden and Brattain, 1948), and of the junction transistor , 
by William Shockley in 1950 (Shokley, 1952) at Bell Telephone 
Laboratorics. These deviccs wcre originally made from , 
germanium, which has been almost totally replaced by silicon 
whichshares a common diamond crystal structure with it. 

In 1958, Jack H. Kilby of Texas Instiuments (Kilby, 1954) added 
to the invention of the transistor the concept of the integrated 
circuit (IC), setting the stage for modem microelectronics 
(Augarten, 1983). An IC consists of internally interconnected 
transistors and passive elements, such as resistors and capacitors, 
and is fabricated on a singlc semiconductor chip, kccping the 
length of input and output lines to a .minimuin. This provides for , 
high reliability and the economic use of materials, minimum 
resistive power loss, and minimum delay by thc minimization of , 

the RC constants associatcd with thc dcvicc clcments and 
connecting mctal lincs. Howcvcr, an undcrstanding of the dcsign 
and function of thc dcvices that arc uscd in their implcmcntation is 
cssential for the selcction of matcrials and processing options, 
which is an important point in thc discussion of the materials 
sciencc of microclectronics. With advanccs in tcchnology, the 
integratcd devices havc gone srnallcr and more complcx. Today, 

t 

the closely packed integrated circuits, made with the concept of 
the ultra large scale integration (ULSI), containing not only - 
transistors but also components such as resistors and diodes, 
contain more than 1,000,000 (1 million) components in a chip 
measuring 5 milimeters across and with aluminium connection 
100 times thinner than human hair, as against the earlier concept 
of the very large scale integration, (VLSI), that had about 100,000 
transistors per chip. Concomitantly, the computing power has 
drastically increased, and the cost per operation has significantly 
declined. As a consequence of this development, the cost of the 
products of the electronic industry has dramatically decreased. 
For example, the cost of electronic calculators declined between 
1980 and 2000 by over 3 orders of magnitude. There has been 
extremely rapid development of the industry in the US, Europe 
and Asia. The world market value of semiconductor ICs alone is 
predicted to be about $3 trillion in year 2000, and is currently the 
world's largest industry. 

As stated earlier, the first set of devices were built with 
germanium. These have however now been mostly replaced with 
silicon, which incidentally derives from quartz sand. Apart from 
silicon, studies have shown that semi conducting materials 
dcriving from compounds formed between elements of the 
Groups I11 and V of the periodic table, such as GaAs, InAs, InP, 
InSb, GaSb, AIN, etc (Fornari, 2001) have adequate 
characteristics for the development of semiconductor devices, 
and are so largely applied eithcr in their single crystal form or 
marc cspecially in thcir thin film forms, when the planar 
tcchniques utilized for silicon dcviccs production are also 
cmploycd. Consequently, recent iiniercsts have been with the 



development ofthin film transistors "and associated devices. 

As the complexity of the semiconductor devices increased 
especially in the late I 970s, when the move was from Large Scale 
Integration (LSI) to Very Large Scale Integ~ation (VLSI), the 
need arose for multilevel interconnection of the metal lines to 
device points. Usually, aluminum metal lines, generated through 
vacuum evaporation or by a sputtering process, were mostly used, 
while silicon dioxide or silicon nitride were found to be adequate 
for monolayer isolation of device surfaces from metal lines. The 
thermal cycling associated with the deposition of these dielectric 
films was found to affect device performance. Consequently, 
research into multilevel devices connection studies that would 
eliminate the thernaf cycling problcms were undertaken. My 
modest contribution then involved thc development of a two level 
metallization system (Kuku, 1978) and involved the partial 
anodisation of the aluminum interconnection film, such that the 
ensuing aluminum oxide can be used as a dielectric, and hence an 
adequate electrical isolation incdium between layers ef 
conducting aluminum interconnects. More recent developments 
have however involved the use of Chemical Vapour Deposited ., 

(CVD) silicon dioxide, or silicon nitride, or polyimide (Gong 
et. al, 1990). 

As stated above, metal deposition was achievcd by thc 
cvaporation or sputtering of the mctal layer. Metal delineation or 
patterning was by chemical ctching with integrated 
photolithographic and photoresist processes or by a high energy 
ion etching process. Since it was discovcred that these processes 
had some tclling effects on the performances of dcviccs, a simpler 

and somehow more efficient photo-fab;kation process was 
developed and it involved the photolysis of metal halides in 
vacuum or air to give the oxides, and the subsequent rehciion of 
these to metal in hydrogen plasma (Green and Kuku, 1983, Kuku 
and Green, 1986). Using appropriate masks, metal lines of 
micron dimension could be delineated. An example of such 
patterns are as shown in Fig 1, where line resolutions of 2.5 
micron are defined, the lines obtained here were limited by the 
resolution of the chrome/glass mask used. 

P 

Figurc I : Tin Metal Pattern Generated from the 
Photolysis ofTin diiodide thin films 

Across the globe, the technology of deviccs development has 
gsnc beyond the stages of VLSI to ULSI, and currently, 
realizations are for nano dcvices or nanoelectronics. 



Nanostructures are assemblies of bonded atoms that have 
dimensions in the range of 1 to 102 nanometers (1 nm = 1c9 
meter = 10A). To Solid State Physicists, Material Scientists and 
Electrical Engineers, nanostructures are very small. For decades, 
microelectronic researchers were happy to think of electrons as 
particles - miniature ping-pong balls that bounced around 
between energy bands and pelted through switches and wires. 
Now by making ever more miniature semiconductor structures, 
they'rc discovering the other side of electron's quantum- 
mecl~anical duality: their wave nature. Material Scientists are 
now building devices so small that thcy cramp electron waves, 
forcing them into specific wavelengths and energies. 

As a result, these "quantum structures" -nanoscale layers, 
channels, and boxes known as quantum wells, quantum wires and 
quantum dots- turn the broad energy bands of conventional 
semiconductors into more sharply defined energy levels. And 
that is a transformation that has brought into reality greater speed 
and efficiency for the resulting circuits and optical devices. It is 
interesting to note that nanotechnology is no more a tecktlology 
of the future, but it is presently with us. One kind of quantum 
structure, the quantum well, has already found its way into the 
transistors in satellite microwave receivers and the lasers in some 
fiber - optics communication system and in the run-ofthe-mill 
compact disc players we mostly have in our living Tooms. It may 
also be noted that nanoscale technology has entered important 
energy conversion and storage ficld9 such as nanocrystalliue 
photovoltaic cells, photo-enectro-catalytic fuel generation. 
materials treatment, photo-electrochrorllic devices, fuel cells, 

modern batteries, supercapacitors, sensors, etc (Sebastian, 2003). 
By a way of comparison, we have below (Fig. 2), the picture of 
the first transistor, and that realized using nanotechnology, in 
which we have only three atoms of gold serving as the 
interconnection between the source and drain of the transistor 
device. The source-drain separation is 30nm (300 A) (Durkan and 
Welland 2000). With this sort of structure, we all can therefore 
imagine the level of complexity that is now possible to be 
achieved with circuit developments, and hence, the improved 

? miniaturization of electronic devices and systems all being based 
on material manipulations! 

Figure 2. (a) The Ilcst ~ c l l d - s t ~ ' ~  transistor md 
(5) a singlc clcctron tra~sistor,3 i!iustrst;ng the ex-teci t~ which 
deviccs dimensions have dccrcased eve- last 50 years. 



The semiconductor industry has seen a remarkable 
miniathrization trend, driven by many scientific and 
technological .. innovations. But if this trend is to continue, and 
provide ever faster and cheaper computers, the size of 
microelectronic circuit components will soon need to reach the 
scale of atoms or molecules-a goal that will require concephially 
new device structures. The idea that a few molecules, or even a 
single molecule, could be embedded between electrodes and 
perform the basic functions of digital electronics-rectification, 
amplification and storage-was first put forward in the mid-1 970s. 
The concept is now realized for individual components, but the 
economic fabrication of complete circuits at the molecular level 
remains challenging because of the difficulty of connecting 
molecules to one another. A possible solution to this prolblem is 
'mono molecular' electronics, in which a single molecule will 
integrate the elementary functions and interconnections required 
for computation. Molecules have not historically played a 
prominent role in electronic devices. Ten years ago, chemical 
applications were limited to the use of small molecules such as 
silanes (SixHy) and germanes (GexHy) as thin-film precursors or 
as the components of etching processes, resist precursors, 
packaging materials, and the like. However, over the next 10-20 
years, molecules may be increasingly. viewed not just as the 
starting points for bulk electronic materials, but as the active 
device components within electronic circuitry. Although this 
possibility is hardly a foregone conclusion, a number of 
fbndamental issues favour the development of a true molecular- 
based electronics, At device areas of a few tens of square 
nanometers, molecules have an inherent attractiveness because of 
their size, because they represent the ultimate in tenns afsatomic 

control over physical properties, and because of the diversity of 
properties-such as switching, dynamic organization, ycJ 
recognition-that can be achieved through such control. Although 
molecular electronics has been the subject of research for some 
time, over the past few years a number of synthetic and quantum 
chemists, physicists, engineers, and other researchers have 
sharply increased the ranks of this field (Heath and Ratner, 2003). 
Several new molecular-electronic systems,analyfidal tools, and 
device architectures have been introduced and explored. As a 
result,the basic science on which a molecular electronics 
technology would be built is now unfolding, and the science and 
applications that are emerging are tremendously exciting. For 
example, current research is using molecules . . in such electronics 

applications as interconnects, switches, rectifiers, transistors, 
nonlinear components, dielectrics, photovoltaics, and memoriks. 
The essential science in these areas reflects the broader field of 
molecular electronics, and although certain fundamental 
challenges have been faced, many others must still be overcome. 

Photovoltaic Materials and Devices 

Our flourishing twenty fmt century civilization is based on large 
scale consumption of precious and irreplaceable reserve of fossil 
fuel that has taken eons of ages to build up. Nowadays, two kinds 
of crisis are frequently discussed: one is the exhaustion of these 
precious fuel resources, and another is the rapid corruption of the 
global environment. 

Though it may be debatable which of the two crises will come to a 
head earlier, it is certain that both have arisen by the too rapid, and 
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Solar Cell 

Array 

@ Array Field 

Figure 3 : Hierarchy of photovoltaic terms 

To give an idea of the amount of solar energy, let us take an 
example. The total annual world consumption of energy now is 
about 32x10I6k~. The solar insolation in the Sahara Desert is of the 
order of 7.5~10" kJ/km2/year. Therefore, we can provide all the 
world's energy needs (not only electrical energy but all energy, 
including that of petroleum, coal, hydropower, and so on) by 
placing solar cells of 10 % efficiency in an area about 42.7~104 
km2, that is, about 5 % of the Sahara Desert. 

To realize such a dream, we must work hard not only to improve 
our sol% cell efficiency, but also to reduce the cost of solar cells: * 

Contemporary solar cell technology is dominated by crystalline 
silicon. The annual rate of growth of cell reached 40 % in the year 
20'00, with around 80-90% of cells being based on crystalline 
silicon. The current primary goal is to continue this successful 
development, and to reach a. few GWp of installed power 
production at the end of the present decade (Gaslzeva et al, 2003) 

Promising alternatives for solar energy utilization are thin film 
technologies involving various new materials (Deb, 2002). The 
stimulus for thin film photovoltaic technology development is 
supplied by the advantages which it offers in : (i) decreasing the 
amount of expensive semiconductor material required, (ii) using 
low-cost substrates, and (iii) fabrication of large area cells and 
modules. A substantial reduction in the manufacturing cost of 
solar cells is expected via this approach. Various materials other 
than crystalline silicon are being considered for the preparation of 
solar cells. The energy gap of the absorbing material is considered 
the first indication of performance potential for a photo voltaic 
material. Since the solar spectrum is not constant, but varies with 
wavelength, then the matching of the energy gap to the solar 
spectra has led to a number of calculations of the optimum energy 
gap for a photo voltaic material, and predicts an uptimum eaergy 
gap of 1.5-1 -6 e V for a semiconductor to be used for solar cell 
fbbrication. Such materials include CdTe, GaAs, CulnS2, PnP, 
CU2S. 

Currently, the highest efficiency solar cells have been fabricated 
using 1 1 1- V materials, especially GaAs. A conversjon efsciency 
higher than 25% has been achieved on single junction solar cells 
fabricated in epitaxially grown GaAs on a single crystal substrate. 



EEciencies over 30% (actually 33.3%) at AM 1.5 have been 
achieved in amonolithic tandem cell device consisting of GaInP2 
(top cell) and GaAs (bottom cell) with a low resistivity tunnel 
junction interconnect. Cells with over 50% conversion efficiency 
using a Braggs reflector base has been proposed for the future 
(Yamaguchi, 2002). 

So far, amorphous silicon (a-Si:H), cadmium telluride (CdTe) 
m d  copper indium diselenide (CIS) thin film PV technologies 
havc been commercialized. 

The technology of a-Si:H for PV is bascd on two types of dcvice 
design: a single junction and rnultijunction p-i-n structurc. It is 
generally recognized that any significant increase in efficiency 
can only be achieved by using rnultijunction devices. This has 
indeed been the case as shown by the achievement of a world 
record stable eficiency of 13% (initial efficiency of 14.6%) in a 
triple-junction structure (Yang et czl, 1997). It has also been shown 
that a combination of amorphorls and microcrystalline material 
can be used to fabricate a tandem structurc called the 
"micromorph" cell with a stable efficiency around '1 3% &Icier et 
al, 1998). 

Thin film silicon also offcrs exciting opportunity for the 
development of efficient low cost solar cclls. The most cxciting 
new development is the achievement .of 9.8% cfficicncy in a 3 . 5 ~  
film and 9.3% in a 1.5ppoly-Si film with the structures glasslback 
reflectorln-i-p p-Si/ITO/Ag grid and it has been named the 
"STAR" cell (surface textured-enhanced absorption with back 
reflector) (Rath, 2003) , 

A notably successful technology is that using copper indium 
diselenide (CIS), where conversion efficiency of the order of 
18.8% has been reached using the physical vapour deposition 
(PVD) technique (Contreras, 1999). The deposition of a high 
quality copper indium gallium selenide (CIGS) absorber layer is 
the crucial processing step, and thus far, the PVD technique 
appears to be the preferred method. Cell efliciencies exceeding 
16% are achieved routinely. Recently, Siemens Solar Industries 
started to market CIGS modules of world record efficiency of 

? 12.1 % for an aperture area of 365 1 cm2. 

? 
Thin film solar cells based on the cadmium telluride (CdTe) havc 
recorded efficiencies close to 16% for small area devices at 
laboratory level. Module efficiencies are however mostly quoted 
as being between 8% and 10% (Mathew et al, 2003). 

a 

Two of the major problems in the use of CdTe for cell fabrication 
are the doping of the material to obtain low resistivity films as 
well as the growth of films with improved grain sizes. I was able 
to join with other researchers to develop an innovative method of 
doping f CdTe films with atomic nitrogen, produced by a plasma 
process (P-omeo et aI, 1989, 199 1) as well as growing films with 
improved grain sizes by lasing cadmiwn chloride treatment. Such 
films gave solar cell devices of about 10 % efficiency (Romeo et 
1994) An industrial plant to produce cells and modules 
cornmercia'ily is currently (as I talk) being set up in Parma, Italy, 
and is based on these processes (Romeo, 2005). 

Apart from the celebrated materials being currently utilized in the 



development of solar cells and modules, interest continues to be - 

put actively on the study and device realizations from new 
materials that have absorptive characteristics similar to the 
proven materials. 

As stated earlier, materials having optical energy gaps in the 
range 1.4 to 1.6 eV could be very adequate for solar cell 
development. Our interest in my laboratory at Ife has bccn 
therefore directed towards the development of new materials for 
electronic devices realization. A number of novel materials have 
been developed. These include CU2SnS3 (Copper tin sulphide) 
and PbSnS3 (Lead tin sulphide). The fundamental properties of . 3 
CU2SnS3 were studied and tlie material was found to havc its 
optical direct edge at 1.51 e V, with high absorption coefficient 
across the visible (Kuku and Fakolujo, 1987, Kuku et.al, 2004). 
The thin film was subsequently applied for solar cell devices 
development (Kuku and ,4zi, 1993, 1994) with appreciable 
efficiency. PbSnS3 was also found to be very absorptive with its 
optical edge at 1.44 eV, and its other fundamental properties 
indicating the possibility of its use foisolar deviccs development 
(Kuku and Azi, 1992, 1994, 1998, Kuku, Azi and Osasona, 
2006). Further studies of the behaviour of the matcrial in built up 
devices is currently being pursued. 

' I ,  

The antireflection coating listed as apart of the solar cell structure 
is made up mostly of conducting and spectrally selective tin 
dioxide, Sn02 film. Such materials could be deposited uslng 
chemical vapou: deposition, sputtering or evaporation 
techniques. We have however developed other sirnplcr 

techniques here at Ifc fur the deposition of such films using a 
photolytis process, and b~volved the photolysis of the halides 
involved with subsequcnt oxidation in air atmosphere at 
relatively low temperatures ( E ~ k u ,  1986a, 1986b, 2006). 

It may be remarked that the technology of the solar cell 
development has advanced remarkably, and its application has 
bccn many and varied from the powering of hand held calculators 
to the establishment c~f solar array farms for electricity production 
into national grids, to architectural inclusion in highway side 
structures, to being part of the roof or racades ofbuildings 

Thin Film Solid State Battcricr, 

Pcma~til for !ow ?ewer, batt::ry operated devices is on the rise, 
prt!s\rlzriy in port:lS1c cqlii;?~nent needing Iloagcr operating lifc 
with high reiiability. Most of thc c',eoirochemical generators; 
manufact~rcd today were cliscovcrzd at thc end of the 19th 
centuiy This is the case of the manganese dioside cell 
(.Leclanchc, I 868), the Lead accurni~lator (Planie, 1 859) and the 
ferro-nickel accurndaior (Eaison, 1900). The characteristics of 
these batteries and accun~ulators werc considered lo-' be 
acceptable by users for a long time. For t?:c past 20 years or so, 
mass production of industrial objects with their own sources of 
power jcomputcrs for thc popular mawet, Com~nunications 
(cellular phones), medicine, photography, watch making, space, 
etc.) has led to a new growth in research on new, essentially solid 
state types of energy sources. Efforts have illerefore been 
intensified in these yezrs to synthesize rolid, clec.tro!ytes with 

. . 
very advantageous features (good i o i : ~ ~  ~ o ~ d ~ i c t i ~ i i t y ,  charge 



carrier selectivity, very !ow electronic transport number, etc.). A!1 
solid state electrochemical systems (batteries) have thus been 
developed. These have many advantages over systems using 
liquid electrolytes: no problcms of liquid seal, no passivation and 
corrosion, etc. These capabilities, linked with an ever increasing 
need to integrate electrical circuits using the miniaturization of 
components have led to the emergence of a branch of rescarch 
called "microionics" by analogy with microelectronics. The 
initial idea was to profit from the knowledge and skill available in 
the microelectronics field (thin fiim fabrication techniques and 
characterization) to make miniaturized batteries. 

Likc : ~ l j  clc,ctroshe~nical devices, lhcse systems use the reactions 
which Q C C ~ . ~ T  ~t the interfaces bctwcen electronic and ionic 
conci~~ctors, i.e. tjctween electrode and electrolyte (ion transport, 
charge transfer n? i ~ t e r ~ c s s ) .  T!IC nain problem in microionics, 
and rllolc ,p~ncral!y ill a!! x i i d  stzte clcctrochcmical systcrns, lies 
in choosir~g the combir:s:;jon !.,f clcclioiyte/elcctr~de materia.1~ 
which displays the 1 ~ c q  tiaturcs (low intcl-xai rssistanse, go& 
charge transfer, etc). 

The first set of solid statc niicro batteries iTvrcrc fabricated with 

silver ion Ag' conducting matcrials and EirincipaUy Agl and. 
RbA, I,. After this, many other supcr~onic cor.cluc,tors were tried. 

Many of these arc ternary or rnult:r;c?..:y halide rnaterizis with 
high anionic or cationic activity. tEjznera!ly for thesc superionic 
conductors, the ions that arc mostly labile are the Lt', Na', R', 
Ag', Cuc, T- , Br-, CI-, or 0'- ions. Again the, interest in my 
laboratory has been geared towards the develolnment of novel 

j matcrials whose properties can be assessed to see if they can be 
adaptable for the production of all solid state battery structures. 

: 

1 

To this end, number of novel ternary halide materials have been 
developed, and include CuPbBr,, CuPbI,, CUSnI,, KPbl,, 

CuCdCl,, PbSn, etc. Since these materials are of novel synthesis, 

the contributions to the literature have been a combination oftheir - solid structural properties (X-ray, DSC, TG, SEM, TEM etc), 
optical and electri-a1 (ionic and electronic) conductivity 
characteristics (Kuku, 1986, Salau et al, 1987, Kuku, 1987, Kuku 
and Salau, 1987, Kuku and Adeosun, 1988, Kuku et a1 1989, 
1990, Kuku 1992). 

I 

Also, all solid statc microbattcries have bcen developed from 
CuPbl) and FSSnLt with the ccll configurations Pb/CuPbl)! AgIl 
Ag, 2nd hlRhSn1,J Agll Ag (M=Sn, Pb). with all the film 
st~uciuncs achieved by vacuum evaporation of the diffcrcnt 
materjals (Kvku 19U8, h k u  1999). The discharge characteristic 
sf Pb/Cu?b13)/ Ag?/Agmicrobattery ic as shown in Fig. 4. 



TIme (ttrs) 

Fig. 4 Variation of cell potential with time for a galvanic cell of the form 
p!dCuPI,IAg!iAg when different loads of (a) 8 500 kn (b) A 200 kn 135 

k d ;  pre applied at room temperature. 

Apsrt from t!~r use of polycrystalline materials that have the 
il~hcrctlt disadvantage of grain boundaries and allotropic 

iransf~rmatinns, especially with the Ag ' conductors, another 
class of materisls, ionic conc!uctivc polymers have been 
developed (Sekido E :  a1.1981). These removed the two 
disadvantages which put limits to the possibilities of 
clectrochemical systems: thcre arc no grain boundaries. thus the 
intrinsic conductivity of the material is conserved and, above allt 
polymers have high plasticity ensuring excellent contact wit11 the 
cathode material (whose volumc varies during the cyclcs). 
Unfortunately, a high anionic transport number (around 0.5) has 
restricted the development of devices in which these materials - are 
used. 

Interest these days is bcing concentrated on the development of 

vitreous ionic conductors. They have very good conductivity, 
wide choice of compositions, high suitability to thin layer 
technology, etc.). In addition, choice of glasses can make it 
possible to achieve considerable reduction of problems of 
electrolyte/electrode interface (large contact area, quasi- 
delocalization of the interface by using the same glass forrncr). 
The microionics approach is justified when the requirements and 
features of the market are compatible with the use of advanced 
technological means, as in the following fields: 

1 microstorage of power 
2 displays 
3 miniaturized chemical or electrochemical sensors. 

Lithium batteries are recognized as the most viable rechargeable 
battery system, since lithium is the lightest and the most 
electropositive element, producing the highest specific capacity. 
Efforts have therefore been directed to the development of anode 
and cathode materials that can reversibly intercalate lithium ions, 
in a configuration labeled "rocking chair" structure (Scrosatti, 
2005). For this, materials with "open" structures that can 
conveniently intercalate lithium atoms, without much change to 
their structural volume are considered. Such materials include the 
lithium spirds, Li[M,]04 where M = V, Ti, Mn, are attractive 

electrfide n:a"erials for Li batteries. LiMn, 0, is particularly 
interes:i.. ,:, shcc it can reversibly intercalate one Li ion per mole, 
witl;rsrlt altering the MnO, framework. This system has a 4V 
operatnog voltage versus Li metal negative electrode and good 
electrochemical behaviour due to the favourable kinetics for fast 
Li' diffusion through the three dimensional channels of the Mn, 0, 

spinel structure. 



A number of glassy ionic conductors are now available in the 
litcraturc and many of them have bccn applied in the realization 
of workablc thin film rocking chair microbatterics. The speaker 
has in recent times been involved with the developmcnt of such 
batteries with other researchers in Pavia, Italy. For our cell design, 
the negative clxtrode was LiMn204, the elcctrolyte is 1: 1 ratio 
compound composition of lithium brophosphate glass 
(LiBO,:LiPO,) while molebdenuin trioxide (Moo,) and Vanadium 

oxide (V,O, that can also intercalate lithium ions reversibly have 

been chosen as the positive electrode, (cathode), of our cell. The 
cell was realized by the sputtering of the thin films of all the 
component materials to give a total cell thicknes of about 2pm. A 
thin film micro battery based on Au/LiMn,O~LiBO,:LiPO,/MoO, 
Au is as shown in Fig 5 (Magistris et al, 1998, Kuku et al, 1999). 
The running and discharge characteristics ofthe cell are currently 
being followed in Pavia. 

f' / I 

Substrate (qua*) 
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?ig'-;:e 5: Thin film micro battery bascd on Au/LiMn, 
< \  ;f :r: .,-, : , .  *v,l 
"L-,,:! '-,:. , ,. . .*3/bf~Q3 /Au 

Ge-craE Rcmnrks and Recommendations 
ii ,iiay kc r e z ~ r s e d  that a semiconductor technology 
(microeiectronicsj programme was started in this University in 1 
the Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, in 1973 I 
by Prof V. A. Williams. The established laboratory succeeded 





to plead with the Federal Govcrnincnt to have a quick look at this 
policy document, and approve it for implementation, so that as a 
nation, we can start to have a guided focus on materials 
development, and hence be able to be in league with the 
developed nations of the world. 

Also, am aware that the Energy Commission of Nigeria has put 
together a policy document on the adoption of Renewable Energy 
Sources in Nigeria. This also is bcforc the Federal Governmcnt. 
The use of photovoltaic devices as an energy sources is z 
component / of this document. Since this would to a good extent 
encourage the drvelopment of the required base for solar cell 
production in Nigeria, I very much plead with the Federal 
Gov~n~rnc~nt  to as a matter of urgency also give assent to the 
docu~gcr!:. 

Jt may br: mtcd that apart froin our efforts at Ife one or two other 
agencics of G~venlment arc howcvc: already working towards 
ensuring some materials developn~crl; for devices build up. One 

may wish to commend the efforts of the Engineering Materials 
Development Institute, Akure, for thcir work on polymeric 
materials for electronic devices. Also of note is the reccnt 
announcement by the Director Geucra! of Nigerian Agency for 
Science and Engineering Infrastmcture (NASENI), that they 
would soon put together a 5 M'Wp production facility for 
amorphous silicon solar cells in thc country. This is a most 
welcome development. I do h o p  that more of such 
developmental projects will be conceptualized and secn to 
fniition across our national landscapc. 

Concluding Remarks 
Mr Vice Chancellor Sir, I have endeavourcd in this lecture, to give 
a synopsis of some ofthe activities of our laboratory here at Ife in 
the pursuit of electronic materials studies towards devices 
realization. Although our laboratory was started with the pursuit 
of developing devices based on silicon technology, it has been 
possible for us to extend this into other materials and 
consequently devices build up from the new and upcoming 
materials. While onc is happy that we have been able to make 

considerable contributions in terms of study and device 
development from thcse new materials, it would still have been 
our joy to see the laboratory active in its tnajor silicon based 
dcviccs effort. What is required is adequate funding, and 
presumably a lot of it. I remembcr that during my days at the 
Imo::rial Collegc of Scicncc and Tech~~ology, London, thc 
r  onductor ductor or ~ n r  , - laboratory uscd to have an emmal budget of about 
two :nil!iov pounds sterling (E2,000,000.@0). This money came 
mostly from Government, the Military and Industries. 
I am surc the budget must be much morc than the above currently. 
Wc can therefore understand why there is so much growth of 
scicncc and technology culture in such an institution because of 
the encouragement she is able to get from the sponsors. I do hope 
the Nigerian Government would also take thc bull by the horns, 
zncourage scientific development more consciously, so as to 
allow us have adequate materials develo7ment towards devices 
build-up and hence develop in h h s e  electronic system within the 
natiorl, so as to appreciate even better the beauty in such systems. 
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